
SEBO FELIX - FAST, LIGHT & POWERFUL

APPROVED BY



Carpet manufacturers recommend SEBO....
....and not just for red carpets. Although many of the world’s corridors of power
are cleaned with a SEBO, cleaning with SEBO vacuum cleaners will ensure the
appearance and longevity of any carpet or flooring whether it’s the White House,
The Red Lion or 41, Magnolia Avenue!

SEBO FELIX A PROFESSIONAL IN YOUR HOME

A Company steeped in skill, intelligence and pure genius spanning
over 25 years brings us the SEBO FELIX. SEBO, the global leader in
commercial uprights, has sold over 3 million vacuum cleaners since
its foundation. 

A SEBO vacuum cleaner is the intelligent choice for commercial and
domestic environments. They can be relied upon to consistently provide
professional cleaning performance, day in, day out. Renowned for their
reliability, durability and outstanding performance, their “Made in Germany”
label is a worldwide symbol for excellence.
The FELIX extends the SEBO range, offering professional performance for
the home in a lightweight, versatile and easy to manoeuvre machine.
The SEBO FELIX is designed to be suitable for all floor types, with the on/off
ET power brush, the SEBO PARQUET brush, and the SEBO KOMBI nozzle for
optimum cleaning performance on any floor. Available in eye-catching
designs, choose which FELIX model best suits your home or style; The NAVY,
PET, CLASSIC, FUN or ICE BLUE.
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VERSATILITY

Telescopic Handle* – The FELIX
features a unique height adjustable
handle; perfect for compact
storage, easy carrying and variable
user height requirements.

Quick Release cable – The quick-
release cable hook is designed to
be flush with the rear of the
FELIX, letting the machine go as
low as possible for under
furniture cleaning. A 9.5m cable
length allows for an extensive
cleaning range.

Variable Suction Control* – From
300 – 1300W, for gentle dusting to
optimum hard floor cleaning, you
choose the best power setting to
match your needs.

Flat to the floor design – The 15cm height when flat enables the
FELIX to clean under furniture and other hard to reach places.

Detachable suction unit – When detached from the power head the
FELIX transforms itself into a lightweight, powerful suction unit,
which can be carried around with its comfortable carrying handle.
Ideal for cleaning stairs, car interiors or upholstery.

Instant use hose – The integrated
hose is immediately ready for
cleaning hard to reach areas. 
A range of SEBO attachments
can be fitted to the hose.

* Depending on model
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Easy brush change
No tools are required to remove the cassette-
style brush roller making cleaning or
replacement easy. The double helix design of
the brush also gives superb brush action.   

Protective handle bumper – The soft handle tip
is designed to help stop the FELIX from sliding
down if left upright against surfaces whilst also
protecting against possible damage or marking.

Air filtration – Design and function
as one – S-Class-filtration provides
the FELIX with an advanced filtration
system in a distinctive appearance. The large
surface area of the exhaust filter diffuses the
airflow and also absorbs motor noise. 

Easy and hygienic bag change – The bag drops
easily into position and is firmly fixed in place
when the cover is closed. The integrated sealing
cap ensures that all dirt and dust is safely
secured when handling the bag.

The “Flex” neck of the FELIX
gives 90˚ vertical and 180˚
horizontal movement, providing
superb manoeuvrability for easy
cleaning around obstacles.

Suitable for any surface - The
power head has a foot operable
switch to turn the brush on and off.
Alternatively for hard floor the
parquet brush can be used. These
options make FELIX the ideal choice
for homes with a mixture of floor
types and also for delicate flooring
such as wool loop carpet.

Easy brush change – No tools are required to
remove the cassette-style brush roller making
cleaning or replacement easy. The double helix
design of the brush also gives superb brush action.
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SEBO FELIX

The SEBO FELIX is suitable for every home.
Whether you have carpet or hard floor, you
can  choose the option which best suits you;
the SEBO ET power head, the SEBO
PARQUET, or the SEBO KOMBI. 

SEBO ET power head
This power head has an electronic guidance
system, which indicates the correct height
setting for optimum cleaning performance.
As a safety feature the electronics shut the
motor off should the brush roller become
obstructed. For cleaning or replacement the
brush roller can be removed easily, simply
by pushing a button. 
The brush can also be manually switched
off, making it suitable for delicate floors or
rugs e.g. wool-loop pile carpets.* 
A soft bumper protects the power head
against any knocks.

SEBO PARQUET
SEBO have developed this tough and durable
parquet brush especially for hard flooring. 
The “flex” neck design provides superb
manoeuvrability. Natural bristles and soft
wheels make it ideal for any type of hard
flooring, delicate or otherwise. The brushes
float up and down to adjust to surface
undulations for ultimate performance and
the brush strips are removable for easy
replacement.

SEBO KOMBI
The SEBO KOMBI has been especially
developed by SEBO to meet the need for a
durable multi-purpose combination nozzle.
Suitable for carpet and hard floor it is
designed to move easily over the floor and
give excellent cleaning performance.
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Certified Filtration Quality 
The S-Class-Filtration system meets the
demanding requirements of asthma and
allergy sufferers, because fine dust particles
are firmly retained inside in the machine and
not released into the air.

Three stages of filter clean
the air before it is exhausted.

A. Stage one consists of the
sealable multi-layer filter bag.
This effectively retains bacteria, allergens
and other potentially harmful substances for
safe disposal.

B. The second stage is the Motor Filter,
positioned underneath the filter bag, which
also protects the motor.

C. The final filter is the Exhaust Filter. With a
huge surface area of 1648cm2, it captures
even the finest particles to ensure the
exhaust air is clean and pure.

FILTRATION

Filtration – All round clean air
Clean indoor air is paramount for those
who suffer from allergies, have pets or
just want a dust free home.  Choosing the
right vacuum cleaner is essential to
achieve this. The FELIX comes as
standard with a 3-stage filtration system
of proven effectiveness. 

FELIX filter system – No escape for dust
SEBO filtration has been proven in professional
environments for years. Experienced in providing
high quality filtration for hospitals, hotels and
office buildings, SEBO offers the same standard
for the home with the FELIX.

The FELIX filtration system uses the principal of
electrostatic. The filter fibres have a static
charge, which attracts particles to them - in the
same way that static attracts dust to your
television screen!  Other filters clog because
they act as a physical barrier to dust. The
electrostatic material has a relatively open
texture which lets air flow easily yet traps dust
particles, thus giving excellent filtration AND
excellent suction.

PET

NAVY

FUN

CLASSIC

ICE BLUE
* Floor qualities vary. We recommend sample testing first.

DIRTY

CLEAN

Exhaust filter –
functional and fun!
The exhaust filter is
multi-purpose; keeping
the air clean, the
machine protected,
suppressing motor noise
and all in a fun and eye-
catching choice of 5
designs. 



WE SEBO OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

duo•P One idea – many advantages
A cleaning system with no unpleasant
odours, no waiting time for drying, no
shrinkage, just excellent results.
Endorsements from the GAF allergy
research centre in Germany and The
British Woolsafe Organisation make
duo-P the intelligent choice for those
with dust allergies or wool carpets. 

duo•P is made from thousands of micro-
sponges. As duo-P is brushed into the
carpet pile or upholstery fibres, a
cleaning solution in the sponges
dissolves the dirt which is then removed
when the duo-P is vacuumed out.
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Stair & Upholstery Turbo Brush
Air driven rotating brush for small or awkward areas. 
Lifts carpet pile. Gives superior fibre/hair pick up.

Floor and Wall Brush
For rapid dusting of larger areas such as textured walls/ceilings.

Dusting Brush
Has long soft bristles for effective dusting 
of grooves and delicate surfaces.

Flexible Extension Hose
Enables a total reach of up to 6 metres. 

490mm Straight Tube
Gives greater reach, for example, to high ceilings.

SEBO Fresh – Air fresheners
Perfumed capsules emit a pleasant aroma as you vacuum.

Delicate Floor Brush
A soft bristled brush roller is available for use on delicate floor
surfaces such as cushion vinyl and wool loop pile carpet.

The SEBO Range also includes:

SEBO K Cylinder SERIES
A range of cylinder machines
are available

What our customers say

The DUO 
dry carpet-cleaning system
For effective spot, carpet
and upholstery cleaning –
without water.

The DUO’s 
contra-rotating brushes
open up the carpet pile and
allow the duo-P carpet
cleaning powder deep into
the carpet pile and around
all of its fibres for optimum
cleaning results.

SEBO
X4 Extra

SEBO 
K1 Pet

SEBO X Upright
SERIES
Available in 2
colours

“Based on first use, it’s brilliant!”

“Fantastic machine. Really pleased with it so far”

“Excellent – light and easy to use”

“I have only used it once, but it is excellent and I
can’t believe the difference!”

“Easily goes under objects where machine lies flat”

“Best vacuum cleaner I have ever had”

“Very pleased with its performance”

“An all round domestic engineer”

“Very pleased. Totally different and better than any
previous cleaners”

“At last I have a cleaner that does everything I want
it to do”

“Cleans brilliantly!”

“Love using it. Would recommend a SEBO 
to everyone”

“I find this machine so superior to my previous one.
It will be a joy to use”

“It’s a dream to use!”

“Absolutely love it! My vacuuming time has been
halved since I no longer have to keep going over
the same spot”

“Quiet, excellent suction and very versatile”

“Very good for dog hair & getting under beds and
doing the stairs”

“It’s wonderful!!”

 



Your SEBO dealer:

SEBO FELIX TECHNICAL DETAILS / PRODUCT FEATURES

SEBO (UK) Ltd, The Merlin Centre, Cressex Business Park, High Wycombe, Bucks, HP12 3QL,    Tel. 01494 465533   Fax. 01494 461044   www.sebo.co.uk
Specifications may be subject to change. All details correct at time of printing.

FELIX FELIX PREMIUM FELIX PET

› Vacuum motor max. 1300 Watt 1300 Watt 1300 Watt
› Brush motor max. 175 Watt 175 Watt 175 Watt

› Brush width. 31cm 31cm 31cm

› Design ICE BLUE (white/blue) NAVY (white/navy) PET (black/silver)
CLASSIC (ivory/burgundy)
FUN (orange/violet)

FILTRATION

› S-Class filtration Yes Yes Yes
› Filterbag Multi-layer Multi-layer Multi-layer

› Filterbag volume 3.5l 3.5l 3.5l
› Motor Filter Yes Yes Yes

› Exhaust filter (1648cm2) Yes Yes Yes

PRODUCT FEATURES

› Kombi Head Optional Optional Optional
› Stair & Upholstery Turbo Brush Optional Optional Yes

› Clean Box Carpet Cleaning Kit Optional Optional Yes
› Parquet Brush Optional Yes Yes

› “Flex” neck Yes Yes Yes
› Telescopic Handle - Yes Yes

› Suction Power Control - Yes Yes
› Overheating protection Yes Yes Yes

› Crevice and Upholstery Nozzle Yes Yes Yes
› Filterbag change indicator Yes Yes Yes

› Electronic brush motor/belt protection Yes Yes Yes
› Electronic brush height guidance Yes Yes Yes

› Brush motor on/off switch Yes Yes Yes
› Cable 9.5m 9.5m 9.5m

› Weight – Suction Unit  only 4.5kg 4.5kg 4.5kg
› Weight – Machine 6.8kg 6.8kg 6.8kg

› Noise level 68dbA 68dbA 68dbA

› Guarantee Five year parts and labour. Domestic use only

FLOOR SUITABILITY

› Hard floor Suitable Suitable / Ideal with SEBO PARQUET

› Cut Pile Carpet ET on - Ideal

› Loop Pile Carpet ET off, SEBO KOMBI* or Delicate Floor Brush*

› Pet Hair on Carpet Ideal

› Pet Hair on Stair & Upholstery Suitable Ideal 

*Optional extras
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